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“Get Up Young Phoenix” is freakin’ WICKED...Fellowcraft lets you know quickly on this record that you’re not just in for another 
straight-ahead rock band...these guys are un-caged, snarling and on full-attack here in what sounds like Elvis turned up the amps 
for real and decided to reclaim all of rock’n’roll once & for all... “Long Gone” is BEEFY like it’s been workin’ out at the gym...”The 
Dying Of The Light” was completely a massive achievement pulled-off fantastically...I don’t know what to tell you other than that 
the chorus of this last song from Fellowcraft will BURN A HOLE IN YOUR FACE it’s so deceivingly-HOT.

--Jer, Sleeping Bag Studios--

Bluesy, rock wonderfulness jam packed into a succinct, exceptionally soulful package...‘West Texas Blues’ is one of the finest 
exhibitions of blues I’ve heard in the independent scene in quite some time. Plus, it has a bass solo. Enough said...‘Get Up 
Young Phoenix’ is a genuinely amazing independent rock album. As Fellowcraft’s full length studio debut, it’s even more 
impressive. 

--Brett Stewart, Tilting Windmill Studios--

Brian and JR met in Federal Lodge #1, the oldest Masonic Lodge in the District of Columbia. They both had experience 
in live music, and became fast friends. In 2014, after a string of significant life events, JR was itching to start a band. A 
simple jam in JR's apartment became Fellowcraft.  Shortly after, Brandon joined as the band's bassist, which has 
catapulted the band to new heights.  Fellowcraft is the creative outlet that allows these guys the expressive and musical 
authenticity they desire. They want to tell their story, whatever it may be at the time, in a wholly authentic and no 
nonsense way.
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 Live Video 

          
“West Texas Blues”

NPR’s Tiny Desk Contest
“Glass Houses” “Epic Diabetes Rant”

https://youtu.be/4ZXtPwGFvWY
https://youtu.be/subPuz3SsdI
https://youtu.be/z7Z5WZzYLtk
http://www.fellowcraftband.com/
http://www.fellowcraftband.com/video/
https://www.facebook.com/FellowcraftBand/photos_stream

